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Chapter 5

Denial in lung cancer patients, a longitudinal study

Martina S. Vos, Hein Putter, Hans C. van Houwelingen,
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SUMMARY

Although denial in cancer patients is well-known clinically, few studies investi-

gating the prevalence of denial over time have been conducted.

The objectives of this study are to investigate the level of denial in lung can-

cer patients over time and the impact of socio-demographic and illness related

variables on denial in these patients.

The level of denial was measured in 195 consecutive newly diagnosed lung

cancer patients, using the Denial of Cancer Interview. Four assessments were

conducted in eight months.

Socio-demographic data were collected during the interviews. Medical data

were provided by the chest physicians.

Most patients (86.6%) displayed a low or moderate level of denial at base-

line. A small number (3%) showed a high level of denial. The mean level of

denial was lowest at baseline and increased over time.

Male lung cancer patients exhibited more denial than did female ones, and

younger patients showed less denial than did the elderly. Shortly after diagno-

sis, patients with a lower level of education denied stronger than higher edu-

cated patients, and during the course of illness, both groups showed the same

level of denial.

Based on these results the conclusion can be drawn that a certain level of

denial has to be considered a normal phenomenon in lung cancer patients,

part of the illness process that they undergo.

Whether the level of denial is related to adaptive or maladaptive coping

remains to be investigated.
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INTRODUCTION

Denial is a most relevant concept in cancer patients. Its clarification is in the

interest of patients and physicians, because it is still unclear what it is and how

to handle denial in the clinical situation.1 The definition of denial has been

subject to different theoretical trends.2,3 The concept is rooted in psychoanaly-

tical theory which emphasizes the pathologic nature of the phenomenon. Over

time, however, the term ‘denial’ has evolved into an all-encompassing expres-

sion denoting an adaptive strategy for protecting oneself against events or feel-

ings that cause distress. In clinical studies the concept ‘denial of illness’ was

introduced as a coping mechanism in physically ill patients rather than refer-

ring to a general defense mechanism.4 Some authors emphasize that denial

should be distinguished from concepts like repression, suppression or avoid-

ance.5-8 For clinical purposes investigators prefer to define denial as a broad

term covering cognitive strategies minimizing the seriousness of

disease.4,9,10,11,12

Lazarus13 stressed that denial is a process: “… not a single act, but a highly

diverse set of processes that respond to different external and internal condi-

tions.” It should not be seen as a discrete ‘on-off ’ phenomenon, but rather as a

continuum whereby different levels of denial can be seen in different patients

and over time.14,15 It is therefore important to investigate denial, not just once,

but at various points in time during the disease course. Data regarding denial

in cancer patients over time from cross-sectional studies yielded inconclusive

results.3 Some longitudinal studies were carried out in breast cancer,16,17,18 col-

orectal cancer,19 and mixed cancer patient populations.20,21 These studies seem

to indicate that denial in cancer patients diminishes over time, but increases

when death draws closer.

Although lung cancer is the predominant cause of cancer deaths,22 evidence

regarding denial in lung cancer patients is limited. At the same time, lung can-

cer patients likely have more reason to deny than other cancer patients. First,

they are usually aware of their own role as smokers in the development of the

disease; this may result in stigma and shame. Second, they often suffer from

dyspnea, which limits their functioning and may be extremely burdensome and

frightening.23,24 Third, the 5-year survival rate is relatively low.25 Thus, lung

cancer patients have limited time to adapt to the impact of their illness.

Indeed, Silberfarb et al.26 suggested that lung cancer patients might exhibit

greater denial because of the self-induced nature of their condition.

It is unclear whether socio-demographic or illness related factors are asso-

ciated with denial in cancer patients. Denial and age seem to be related, but

the relation between denial and gender is still unresolved.3

The objective of the present study is twofold: 1) to examine the level of

denial in lung cancer patients over time and 2) to investigate the impact of

socio-demographic characteristics as well as illness related variables on the level

denial.
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METHODS

Participants

Consecutive lung cancer patients were recruited from two outpatient lung dis-

ease clinics y in The Hague, Netherlands, between January 1, 2001 and

December 1, 2003. Inclusion criteria were: a) newly diagnosed primary lung

cancer, irrespective of histologic type, stage, or treatment; b) age > 18 years;

c) diagnosis within the past two months; d) knowledge of the Dutch language;

and e) informed consent granted in writing. Exclusion criteria were serious

cognitive disorders and the patient being too ill to be interviewed.

The chest physician invited consecutive patients to participate in the study.

Patients who agreed received documentation and were asked to sign the

informed consent form before the first interview was conducted.

Design

In this longitudinal study, four assessments were planned: the first no more

than 8 weeks following diagnosis (T1) and, subsequently at 8, 16, and 32 weeks

after the first assessment (T2-T4). Each assessment consisted of a semi-struc-

tured interview of 30 to 45 minutes’ duration and the completion of written

questionnaires.

This research project was approved by the local ethical committees of the

two hospitals involved in the study.

Measures

Denial was measured using the Denial of Cancer Interview (DCI), a semi-

structured interview based on the definition devised by Weisman and

Hackett:27,28 “the conscious or unconscious repudiation of part or all of the

total available meaning of an event to allay fear, anxiety or other unpleasant

affects”. The DCI is composed of three subscales, one based on nine specific

items and two based on overall clinical impression scores. It was proven to

have good psychometric properties.15 The nine specific items to be answered

by the patient cover knowledge of diagnosis and prognosis, talking to others,

expectations about the effect of treatments, and facts and feelings about the

impact of the illness. The two clinical impressions scales cover the interviewer’s

judgment of the type and the level of denial. The type of denial subscale com-

prises six categories: no denial/conscious denial/denial of affect/denial of

impact/denial of affect and impact/unconscious denial. Unconscious defence is

hard to assess and conversion into conscious processes during the has to be

taken into account.29 Based on Greer’s statement:11 “In clinical practice the

important factor is not whether denial is conscious or unconscious, but rather

the degree of denial shown….”, the second clinical impression subscale consists

y Bronovo hospital (B) and Medical Centre Haaglanden (M)
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of the assessment of the level of denial ranging from 1 (= no denial) to 7 (=

maximum denial). The overall DCI score is composed by summing the scores

these three subscales. This results in a continuous scale running from 3 to 19.

Reliability at the four assessments shows Cronbach’s alphas of 0.82, 0.86, 0.84,

and 0.84 respectively.15 For descriptive purposes, we distinguished between

four levels of denial. If a patient showed no denial in response to any item, he/

she could, by definition, be considered as “displaying no denial” (score=3). In

the absence of available norms, the remaining range of scores (4-19) was

divided equally into three categories indicating a low, moderate, or high level

of denial (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 The level of denial at baseline
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Coping was also measured by the Brief COPE, 30 which participants filled out

after each interview. For the purposes of this paper, we only used the ‘‘denial”

and “self-distraction” subscales (in our study, � = 0.73 and 0.63 respectively).

Socio-demographic factors, such as gender, age, marital status, level of edu-

cation, and religious beliefs were recorded in the interviews, as were details of

current treatment.
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Medical data, such as serious cognitive disorder, tumor type and disease

stage at baseline, were provided by the chest physicians at the time of all four

assessments, along with performance status (ZUBROD-ECOG-WHO).

Statistical Analysis

In the absence of detailed knowledge concerning the effects of denial, sample

size calculations were based on the intention to detect cross-sectional correla-

tions between denial and quality of life as low as 0.20, both at baseline and

during follow-up visits. To achieve 80% power where true correlation is 0.20,

based on a two-sided test of the no correlation null hypothesis where � = 0.05,

147 patients are needed. In order to ensure assessment of 147 patients at T2

(while accounting for dropout), 195 subjects were included.

In order to test for differences in patient characteristics between hospitals or

eligible and non-eligible patients, Pearson’s chi-square test and Armitage’s

trend test were used for categorical and ordinal variables respectively.

Development of denial over time (DCI as continuous measure) was analyzed

using repeated measures ANOVA (random effects model) with random person

effects and fixed time and group effects, as well as their interactions. To assess

sensitivity of the results to the missing at random assumption standpoint,31

pattern mixture models were also set up; however, no substantial difference in

results against the random effects models was seen at any time.

All analyses were carried out using SPSS 12.0.1.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics

The patient sample addressed, along with reasons for ineligibility, are described

in Figure 2.

Non-eligible patients did not differ in gender or age and had a lower perfor-

mance status (p < 0.001).
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Figure 2 Eligible and non-eligible patients
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Forty-nine patients (20%) refused to participate in the study. Reasons for refu-

sal, as reported by the patient or the physician, were: “wants to calm down”

(n=8), “wants neither treatment nor participation in the study” (n=6), “does

not want to talk about the illness” (n=7), “too busy” (n=2), denial of illness

(n= 4), too ill to participate (n=3), other/unknown (n=19). Non-responders

did not differ significantly from responders in terms of gender, age, and

performance.

Characteristics of the study sample are given in Table 1.

Of 195 patients at baseline, 157 (19% dropout), 122 (37% dropout), and 80

(59% dropout) participated at T2 – T4 respectively. The main reasons for

dropping out of the study were death or the patient being too ill.

Level of Denial over Time

Most patients displayed a low (65%) or moderate (21.5%) level of denial at

baseline, while a small number (3%) demonstrated a high level of denial (see

Figure 3).The majority of patients continued to exhibit a low level of denial at

subsequent assessments. The number of patients displaying no denial decreases

over time (p=0.021).
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Table 1 Patient characteristics at baseline

Total N= 195

Hospital
B 124 (63.6%)
M 71 (36.4%)

Gender
Male 115 (59.0%)
Female 80 (41.0%)

Age
> 60 yrs 69 (35.4%)
60-70 yrs 54 (27.7%)
> 70 yrs 72 (36.9%)

Partner
Yesa 137 (70.3%)
No 59 (29.7%)

Children
No 35 (18.0%)
Yes 159 (82.0%)

Education levelb

1 70 (36.8%)
2 53 (27.9%)
3 67 (35.3%)
Unknown 5

Religion
No 98 (50.5%)
Yes 96 (49.5%)
Unknown 1

Type of tumor and UICC stage
NSCLC 139 (74.7%)
� II 39
� III 100

SCLC 35 (18.8%)
limited 18
extended 17

Other/ unknown 21 ( 6.5%)
Current treatment
No treatment 35 (18.0%)
Surgery 24 (12.4%)
Chemotherapy 73 (37.6%)
Radiotherapy 47 (24.2%)
Chemo- + radiotherapy 4 ( 2.1%)
Unknown 1

Performance status Zubrod
0 58 (29.9%)

96 (49.5%)
II 26 (13.4%)
III/IV 14 ( 7.2%)
Unknown 1

a Married, living together or having a relationship but living apart
b 1. primary education 2. secondary education 3: college/university
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Figure 3 The prevalence of denial over time
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The mean level of denial, as measured by the DCI, proved to be lowest at T1

and increased thereafter (Figure 4a).

Denial as measured by the Brief COPE two item subscale did not change

over time, while the level of self-distraction decreased over time (Table 2).

Table 2 Denial over time

DCI n=195 n=151 n=113 n=80
Observed means (SD) 6.57 (3.01) 7.17 (3.25) 7.17 (3.25) 7.39 (3.30)
Model means (SE) corrected for dropout 6.57 (0.22) 7.25 (0.24) 7.31 (0.26) 7.54 (0.29)
Change over time P=0.001

Brief COPE denial subscale n=187 n=151 n=116 n=79
Observed means (SD) 1.55 (0.79) 1.5 (0.96) 1.41 (0.98) 1.34 (0.67)
Model means (SE) corrected for dropout 1.56 (0.06) 1.5 (0.07) 1.4 (0.08) 1.37 (0.09)
Change over time P=0.16

Brief COPE distraction subscale n=186 n=151 n=116 n=79
Observed means (SD) 1.83 (0.9) 1.7 (0.92) 1.61 (1.11) 1.61 (0.8)
Model means (SE) corrected for dropout 1.85 (0.07) 1.69 (0.07) 1.61 (0.08) 1.64 (0.1)
Change over time P=0.022

Note: Observed means are reported with standard deviations, model means with standard errors.

Denial and Socio-demographic Factors
The impact of socio-demographic and illness related factors on denial over

time is shown in Table 3 and Figure 4.
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Table 3 Denial over time and sociodemographic and illness-related characteristics

Factor Main effect Interaction with time

Socio-demographic factor
Hospital P = 0.59 P = 0.46

Gender P < 0.001 P = 0.89

Age P = 0.028 P = 0.53

Education P = 0.39 P = 0.011

Partner P = 0.88 P = 0.67

Children P = 0.31 P = 0.49

Religion P = 0.18 P = 0.56

Illness-related factor
Type of tumor P = 0.25 P = 0.97

Treatment P = 0.56 P = 0.45

Performance P = 0.77 P = 0.69

Male lung cancer patients exhibited more denial over time than female

patients (p < 0.001, Figure 4b).

Figure 4 The level of denial and sociodemographic characteristics
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Younger patients � 60 years of age showed consistently less denial over time

then did patients in the 60-70 age bracket and those � 70 years old (p=0.028;

Figure 4c).

A difference in denial was noted among patients with varying levels of edu-

cation (factor by time interaction, p=0.012). In patients who had completed

primary education, the level of denial remained stable over time (Figure 4d).

Patients who had completed secondary or college/university education showed

less denial at baseline, with an increase at T2 and stable levels afterward.

No relationship was established between having a partner nor having chil-

dren and the level of denial.

No difference in the mean level of denial was noted between religious and

non-religious patients.

Denial and Illness-Related Factors
Levels of denial did not differ between patients with different types of lung

cancer, such as non-small cell and small cell lung cancer. Similarly, no differ-

ence was noted in levels of denial based on treatment groups or performance

status (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

The Level of Denial in Lung Cancer Patients

We studied the level of denial and predictors thereof in lung cancer patients

over an eight-months period. First, we found that most patients displayed at

least some level of denial. Denial was assessed as defined by Hackett and

Cassem: “the conscious or unconscious repudiation of part or all of the total

available meaning of an event to allay fear, anxiety or other unpleasant affects.”

One can thus assume that most patients need to protect themselves from part

of the overwhelming reality of being afflicted with lung cancer. This also means

that denial should be considered a normal phenomenon, part of the usual ill-

ness process that lung cancer patients undergo.

Secondly, the level of denial in our patients significantly increased from

shortly after diagnosis to four months later. Between four and eight months,

the level of denial remained stable. This finding is surprising when compared

to those of other longitudinal studies in which denial diminished over time17,21

or remained stable from baseline.16,19,32 Such comparison is, however, compli-

cated. In Filipp’s study,21 time since diagnosis varied between 1 and 840 weeks.

In the study by Morris et al.,16 a small number of participants demonstrated

denial (T1, n=10, 16%; T2, n=6 ,11%; T3, n=3, 7%). In the study carried out

by Thomas et al.,19 only male patients exhibited a gradual lessening of denial.

This finding was related to increased denial when death was nearby. In another

longitudinal study,18 denial was found to remain stable, with only terminal

phase patients demonstrating increased levels. Although our findings are dis-
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similar, we believe they are valid since ours is the first large-scale longitudinal

study in lung cancer patients.

Thirdly, interestingly, increased denial was demonstrated as measured via the

DCI, but not when taking the Brief COPE subscale. In Carver’s study17 among

breast cancer patients, denial and self distraction as measured with the COPE

dropped significantly between the presurgery period and one year follow-up.

When comparing the items of the Brief COPE denial subscale and the DCI,

one may conclude that different qualities are assessed. The former contains a

small overtone of catastrophization (e.g., “I have been refusing to believe it has

happened”), while the latter focuses on assessing a more subtle evasion of

worry, fear, and dejection. The Brief COPE self-distraction items assessed “..not

to think about the event by focusing on something else”. This decrease in self-

distraction, as measured by the Brief COPE over the course of the illness, can

be explained by patients’ becoming accustomed to reality over time, at which

point active coping falls off.

The difference in assessment method may also be relevant. The Brief COPE

is a self-reporting questionnaire, filled in at face value. The DCI is a semi-

structured, in-depth interview, in which participants can refine their answers

and, if applicable, demonstrate contradictory feelings: some moments of accep-

tance and some of denial. These subtle expressions influence the rating on the

DCI’s two clinical impression scales. Indeed, post hoc analysis of the correla-

tions between the DCI and the COPE subscales denial and self distraction at

the four time points indicated that 7 out of 8 correlations were non-significant

and one was low (-0.18).

The increase of denial, as measured by the DCI in our study, can be

explained based on clinical practice. The initial shock of receiving a lung cancer

diagnosis and the immediate need to make decisions about treatment options

offer patients virtually no opportunity to deny their illness. After undergoing a

shift in perspective, most people try to restore balance to their lives and

become accustomed over time to being afflicted with the disease. Denial, char-

acterized as “repudiation of part or all of the total available meaning of an

event,” can support the notion that life goes on and the impact of the illness

may turn out better than was initially expected. Moreover, the permanent reali-

zation that one’s prospects for the future include pain and dyspnea, and the

potential imminence of death, is difficult for the patient to bear. The level of

denial expressed reflects a decision to “make the best of things” and disregard

the illness and its impact as much as possible.

Denial and Socio-Demographic Background

Gender
Our study revealed that male lung cancer patients consistently exhibit more

denial than do female patients. This result is reflected in three previous stu-

dies;33,34,35 however, researchers in four other studies found no gender differ-

ences.19,36,37,38 In one study, men scored lower on avoidance,39 while
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researchers in three other investigations34,35,40 found a correlation between

denial and a poor prognosis in men. One explanation suggested is that barriers

exist in the communication of doctors and male patients”.19,38

One can assume that women in Western culture are more prone to disclo-

sure of their feelings. As Pearlin and Schooler41 conclude: “… men more often

possess psychological attributes or employ responses that inhibit stressful out-

comes of life-problems, where women more often employ a response that is

likely to result not in less stress, but in more.” Since denial is by definition pro-

tection against threatening events or feelings, we can infer that women are less

able to shield themselves from stressful life events.

Another possible explanation is that all of our study interviewers were

female. As the DCI is partly based on the interviewer’s clinical impression, a

gender oriented bias cannot be excluded. Similarly, in pain research, the inter-

viewer’s gender was found to influence the expressed level of patients’

symptoms.42

Age
Younger lung cancer patients in our study demonstrated less denial over time

than did the older patients. This result is similar to those of previous studies

involving patients with other cancer types.3,21,38,43,44 In Cassileth’s study,

younger patients wished to receive “as much information as possible, good and

bad” or expressed the opinion that “ignorance is fear.” Older patients, on the

other hand, tended to say such things as: “I need as little to worry about as

possible.” It is well-known that elderly are generally less emotionally expres-

sive.45 Also, in contrast to the secrecy of previous decades surrounding a cancer

diagnosis, younger patients are now more likely to inform their friends of the

diagnosis.38

Marital Status and the Presence of Children
In the current study, having a spouse or children did not influence the level of

denial over time. This finding corresponds with the results of most previous

studies.19,36,44,46 Only one study showed a stronger level of denial in terminally

ill patients who were married.35

An explanation for these findings could be that denial in lung cancer

patients depends on a spouse’s character and the nature of the relationship.47

On the one hand, it can be assumed that patients try to hide the seriousness of

their condition to protect their loved ones, or that family members collude

with the patient’s denial of a poor prognosis.48 On the other hand, the relief of

sharing worry and the comfort of a caring partner are factors that may prevent

the need for denial. The same assumptions can be made for single patients, in

today’s individual-centered culture this status is no longer a sign of social

deprivation.
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Education
Three previous studies investigating the relationship between education and

denial provide inconclusive results.35,36,44 Similarly, the relationship between

education and denial is less evident in our study. Patients who completed pri-

mary education exhibited more denial overall, especially shortly after diagnosis.

In fact, their level of denial remained stable over time. In patients who com-

pleted higher education, the level of denial was low shortly after diagnosis, but

increased over time. A possible explanation is that less educated patients may

need to shield themselves more, when receiving the overwhelming amount of

information about the illness at its onset.

Religious Beliefs
No difference in level of denial was noted in comparing religious and non-reli-

gious patients – or Protestant versus Roman Catholic patients – in the current

study. These findings are similar to Wool’s conclusions.49 In Dunkel-Schetter’s

study,36 however, a correlation with cognitive escape avoidance was seen in

patients who were adherents of a Christian religion. The difference between

believers’ and atheists’ life philosophies may have disappeared under the influ-

ence of secularization over the past few decades. Given the small numbers of

Muslims (n=2, 1%) and Jews (n=1, 0.5%) in our sample, no conclusions can

be drawn about other religions.

Illness Related Factors
One could assume that lung cancer patients with a more favorable outlook as a

result of surgery would demonstrate less denial than would those with a poor

prognosis shortly after diagnosis. Nevertheless, illness related factors did not

influence the level of denial displayed by lung cancer patients in our study. A

possible explanation for these findings could be that all lung cancer patients

“know” about the poor prognosis for this disease, irrespective of treatment

options or the absence of physical complaints. This hypothesis, however, would

need further investigation.

Study Limitations
Some study limitations need to be mentioned. Firstly, the poor prognosis asso-

ciated with lung cancer led to the death of many patients during the course of

this study, thus potentially causing distortion in results. We therefore chose a

random effects analysis, which yields unbiased results when observations are

missing in a random fashion.31 A sensitivity analysis with different pattern

mixture models produced similar results to those of the random effects analysis

presented here.

Secondly, lung cancer patients who exhibit strong denial might conceivably

not be interested in participating in a study examining how patients cope with

the illness. These patients may be overrepresented in the non-responding

population. Indeed, among non-responders’ 19 patients (7.8%) could show

strong denial. When compared with responders demonstrating a high level of
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denial (T1, 5 patients [2.6%]), the number of strong deniers does indeed seem

to be overrepresented within this group.

Overall Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research

This large scale study was the first to investigate levels of denial in lung cancer

patients over time. The study outcome was that most lung cancer patients dis-

played some level of denial, which increased over the course of the illness. This

outcome warrants the conclusion that in clinical practice denial in lung cancer

patients has to be considered as a normal phenomenon, and not as a sign of

disturbed coping.

Denial was higher in male lung cancer patients than in females, and lower in

younger than in elderly patients. Patients with a lower education level demon-

strated more denial shortly after diagnosis than did more educated subjects.

In this study, the number of patients demonstrating strong denial is small

and appears overrepresented in the group of non-responders. No conclusions

can therefore be drawn about differences between patients with varying levels

of denial. Whether strong denial should be considered a sign of inadequate

coping or a mental illness has not yet been investigated. The patients in ques-

tion could conceivably be unwilling to either visit the hospital for diagnosis

and treatment, or to participate in a scientific study. General practitioners are,

in all likelihood, obliged to care for patients showing strong denial more often

than are chest physicians. We therefore recommend involving family physicians

in future longitudinal studies concerning the level of denial in cancer patients.

Moreover, further research is needed to gain insight into positive and negative

effects related to the level of denial in cancer patients.
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